
ORIGINAL SERIES

EPISODES
Season One of Birth of Hip Hop will be the the 
first of it’s kind depicting the Evolution of the Hip 
Hop Culture

Uniting The Worldwide 
Hip Hop Community 

Through Our Powerful 
Website Platform
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DISCOVER
BOHH APPAREL

A BEHIND-THE-SCENES LOOK AT THE FILMING  
OF “ITCHING FOR A SCRATCH”. A FILM DE-
PICTING HIS DISCOVERY  OF SCRATCHING RE-
CORDS. GRAND WIZZARD THEODORE GIVES 
US AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW AND NARRATES 
THE BEHIND-THE-SCENE PROMO. (INSIDE)

DJ GRAND WIZZARD THEODORE

NEWS  EDITORIALS  AND MORE
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FEATURE 

SHOWCASE

BONUS 
STORYBOARDS:

Seeking   out   and   find   tal-
ented,   motivated   and   driv-
en   artists   from every   walk   
of   life   and   given   passion,   
whether   it’s   dance   or   act-
ing, rapping   or   modeling,   
writing   or   singing   to   dis-
cover   new   and   fresh   forms 
of    artistic   free   expression   
the world   has   yet   to   see. 

BOHH Original Series graph-
ic organizer in the form of 
illustrations displayed in se-
quence for the purpose of 
pre-visualizing a motion pic-
ture sequence.
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HIP HOP IN PERSPECTIVE
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DOCUMENTARY TO FILMS
BOHH continues a cinematic tradition of films intended to 
document and maintain Hip Hop’s historical record.
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MAKING
IMPACT
The   World   is   seeing   the   
tremendous   impact   of   
Hip-Hop  on modern   society   
that   allows   them   to   discover   
its  social   impact.

Birthofhiphop.hiphop 
will unite   the   Worldwide   Community   
of   the   Hip Hop   Culture   by   bringing   
them   the   true   story   of   its   pioneering   
originators and   driving   forces   of   this   
movement .  We will delivere an authentic  
backdrop   and   funky   beats        that   has   
broken   down   and   reshaped   Social,  Eco-
nomic,  Racial   and   Political   boundaries   
across   the   Globe. 

The   BOHH   Web   Series      Is   Comprehensive   
Covering   All   Aspects   Of   Hip   Hop   Culture

 The   BOHH   Web   Series   Is   Interactive   And   
Invites   Participation

The   BOHH   Website   and   Original   Series   is   
a  continuous   chronicle   of   Hip   Hop   from   
its   creation,   through  its  evolution   to   pres-
ent   day   and   beyond. 

In  depth  interviews  with  the  original  creators,  leaders,  inno-
vators and   Icons   of   the   authentic   Hip   Hop   Culture

Filmed  “on  the  street”  interviews  in  major  Cities  to  gage  
interest, promote   and   to   better   understand   what   our   au-
dience   desires

BIRTHOFHIPHOP.HIPHOP ONLINE NETWORK OF ORIGINAL FILMS DEPICTING THE HIP HOP CULTURE

.HIPHOP
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Grafitti Art is an undeniable form of 
Hip Hop, it spans the 
world and has been 
around for centu-
ries. Through Blogs 
and Videos we will 
present Grafit-
ti Art, in all forms, 
from artists all over 
the world.

HIP HOP CULTURE

Throughout   world   
history,   the   story   of   

every   great   movement   
originated from   the   

many   who   previously   
had   no   voice   or   

opportunity   to   express 
themselves   in   any   

meaningful   
fashion   to   effect   
change   for   good.

PERSPECTIVE

Birth   Of   Hip-Hop   will   tell   stories of  a   broad   base   
of   knowledge   taken   from   the   voices   of   those   

who created   it   and   made   it   what   it   is   today.
DJ JAZZY JAY (upper right)  explains how the phrase HIP HOP was coined.

Our Network of independent filmmakers will be 
producing a series of short, period films drama-

tizing the evolvement of the Hip Hop Culture.
JAMES BROWN (lower right) noted for being the artist most 

sampled in Hip Hop Music History.

Block party “Jams” in the nearby Cedar Park, hooking up the 
sound system to the power source from lamp posts .

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

Birth Hip Hop 
Chronicles stories (based on true events) 

of a broad conglomerate of artistic forms 
of self expression originating with-

in marginalized subcultures from the 
Bronx, Harlem, New York City and 

other inner cities among Black and 
Latino youth during the 1970s. 

Characterized by four distinct el-
ements, all of which represent 

the different manifestations of 
the culture:  

  ART • FASHION MUSIC • DANCE

Birth of Hip Hop will be the 
first ORIGINAL SERIES 

depicting The Evolution 
of Hip Hop Culture. 
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To launch the Web Series, we begin with 
Episode 16 “Itching for a Scratch” depict-
ing 12 year old Theodore Livingston a.k.a 
Grand Wizard Theodore who is credited 
for inventing the technique of “Scratch-
ing Vinyl Records”. Today “Scratching Vi-
nyl” is considered an “Art Form” used by 
Djays and Musical Artist worldwide. 

Technical Advisors are utilized to ensure 
that certain scenes and settings that film-
makers want to portray are as close as 
possible to real life without compromis-
ing the storyline also adding authenticity 
and realism to the production.

Our Screen Writing Team is aware of 
Hip Hop’s cultural zeitgeist. Conduct-
ing research to obtain factual infor-
mation and authentic details such as 
theme, plot, characterization, psycho-
logical analysis, historical environ-
ment, action, and dialogue, to creating 
storylines.

On   a   paid   subscriber   basis,   The   first   

season   of   The   Birth   Of   Hip   Hop 

Original, Dramatic  Series   will   offer   a   

season   of   short   “Period   Films”   rang-

ing from   dramas   to   musicals,   come-

dies   and   romance   that   will   chronicle 

thaay   status   as   a   worldwide phenom-

ena   that   is   the   Hip   Hop   Culture.

Season   one   of   The   Birth   Of   Hip   

Hop   will  depict   the   Evolution   of   the   

Hip   Hop   Culture   that   has   influenced 

and   challenged   the     status   quo   

20 EPISODES
and   unified   Individuals   across   racial,  reli-

gious   and   ethnic   spectrums   throughout   the   

world.         

ORIGINAL SERIES
Promo to “Itching for a Scratch” featuring Mykey “Mr. Him” Cooper NARRITIVE STRUCTURE

TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

DJ GRAND WIZZARD THEODORE

“Let their stories be told”

        HIP HOP LEGEND

 Actor Mykey “Mr. Him” Cooper as Grand 
Wizzard 
Theodore on the set of “Itching for a 
Scratch”.

Hip Hop Legend DJ Grand Wizzard Theodore advises 
featured actor Mykey “Mr. Him” Cooper on the set of 
“Itching for a Scratch”.
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SHOWCASE
“Make visible 
what, without 

you, might 
perhaps never 

have been seen.”
    Robert Bresson 

We   intend   to   become   the   de-
finitive   source   of   knowledge,   
enlightenment, and   unification   of   
the   phenomena   that   is   The   
Hip   Hop   Culture,   a   place ev-
eryone   can   go   not   just   to   
be   entertained,   but   to   have   a   
worldwide platform   to   have   their   
voice   heard   within   their   own   
unique   expression. We   will   seek   
out   and   find   talented,   moti-
vated   and   driven   artists   from  
every   walk   of   life   and   giv-
en   passion,   whether   it’s   dance   
or   acting, rapping   or   modeling,   
writing   or   singing   to   discover   
new   and   fresh   forms of    artistic   
free   expression   the   world   has   
yet   to   see. 

Birthofhiphop.com is 100 percent 
committed to shining the spotlight 
on real talent and giving recogni-
tion where it’s deserved. If you’re 
interested in discovering new tal-
ent or hearing about the next big 
thing before anyone else does, our 
platform is the place.

REVEALING  TALENT
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HIP HOP INTERNATIONALE

Birthofhiphop.com 
will highlight and exhibit films 
by independent filmmakers 
world wide. 

Hip Hop influences and permi-
ates it’s culture globally, 
ultmately bestowing the will of  
people to have the courage to 
express themselves.

DOCUMENTARTY TO FILMS

BOHH Original Documentary 
Series will produce untold sto-
ries of the Hip Hop Culture past 
and present, then convert them 
into filmed scenarios. Darryl McCray, 
better known as Cornbread, is one of the un-
sung pioneers of Hip Hop culture. 
He started daubing his name on the streets of 

Philadelphia back in 1967. Little did he know 
that what he started would become a cultural 
phenomenon and spread to every corner of 
the world. It’s difficult to understate the influ-
ence this man had on the world of graffiti. He 
is widely considered one of, if not the, first true 
graffiti writer. A legend that never got his dues 
and who’s personal journey has taken him to 
hell and back.

ABROAD

aficionadosUNDERGROUND

Hip Hop did evolve from the UNDER-
GROUND. BOHH will video and  or stream 
Parties and Showcases (sometime secret) 
under the cloak of midnight to an unfamil-
iar address. 

From the most obscure places around the 
world, BOHH will lure you with the promise 
of a special deep set. 

NINJA HIP HOP CLUB:  Shanghi, Chi-

“If you check your history. in 1965 
the word Hip Hop did not exist. 

We didn’t practice Hip Hop 
Culture, but I am the first 

element.”

Darryl “Cornbread” McCray - Grafitti 
Artist
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APPAREL

INTRODUCING

DISCOVER

Birthofhiphop is bring-
ing sophistication to 
sportsware with high 
graphics, refined fabrics 
and sumptuous knits
And most importantly:

Every Purchase made 
contributes to the pro-
ductions of the Original 
Films depicting the origins 
of the Hip Hop Culture.      

Sales   of   BOHH   apparel   present   a   
natural   fit   with   the   casual   urban   
style and   design   in   the   prototype   
stage   now.   The   quality   of   all   mate-
rials and their construction   are   a   top   
priority.   The   BOHH   logo   was   de-
signed   to capture   the   authentic   style   
and   feel   of   the   culture,   yet   takes   a 
more  elegant  and  sophisticated   
approach   that   still   does   justice   to   

the   cultures  early raw street level appeal,   
while   the   theme   pays   homage   to   its 
innovators   and   creators   of   the   
movement.   Many   designs   and   custom 
features   are   in   the   advanced   plan-
ning   stage   and   several   styles, designs,   
and   themes   have   been   produced   for   
evaluation   as   prototypes. 

THREADS
QUALITY GOODS COLLEC-
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EDITORIALS

CONTRIBUTORS

Clear communication 
is not just about what we 
say, but how we say it.

Our content contributors 
will use their voices and 
perception appropriately, 
bestowing communicative 
qualities that relates to the 
Birth of hip hop architec-
ture. 

The BOHH Brand will illus-
trate 
how contributors broad-
cast and support the per-
sonality they want to por-
tray.

BOHH clearly defined 
communication goals will 
act as a benchmark to 
determine whether con-
tent, including voice and 
tone, is appropriate and 
relevant.

Online, our voice and personalities will offer the audience 
pleanty of idiom to relate to . 

Music, Dance, Art and Fashion.  
Tone is the attitude expressed by voice, ultimately,  our voice 
is tone  which will  distinguish the BOHH brand from other insti-
tutions. In order to build trust and credibility, it’s important that 
voice and tone appear consistent on our website and commu-
nication channels.

EDITORIALS & NEWS 
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Whether you hear temporary retail, flash retail-
ing, Pop-Up Store, or Pop-Up Shop, it is all one 
and the same. Pop-Up Shop are taking over the 
retail world and rethinking traditional brick-
and-mortar and big-box stores, but what exactly 
is a shop that pops up?

Just about every consumer product has been 
sold via a Pop-Up Shop at one point in time. 
From art to fashion to tech gadgets and food, 
Pop-Up Shops are exciting because they cre-
ate short-term stores that are just about as cre-
ative as they are engaging. And they come in all 
shapes and sizes.

What is “Pop Up?”        

POP UP STORES
INTERNATIONAL

SCENE
New York  • Tokyo • London • Los Angeles 

BOHH will typically  take 1 day to set up in  High 
foot traffic areas such as city centers, malls and 
busy streets.  There are Retail Opportunities 
World  Wide: from New York to LA, Tokyo, and 
London, litterally anywhere influenced by Hip 
Hop Culture:

The Pop-Up Retail format allows us to personal-
ly get to know our customers and build stronger 
relationships. Consumers and the media love 
the excitement generated by Pop-Up Shops,  
Building brand awareness by going offline. The 
cost  will be much lower than a traditional store; 
typically paid upfront, Increasing the ‘cool’  fac-
tor.

LOCATIONThe Benefits
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A   major   component   and   chal-
lenge   of   growing   any   given   com-
pany   are keeping   operating   costs   
down   without   sacrificing   the   qual-
ity   of   the product   or   service   pro-
vided.   Built   into   our   plan   to   
grow   and   prosper   is one   of   our   
core   missions   to   discover   and   
promote   “fresh   faces”   of   new 
talent.   These   individuals,   based   
on   their   abilities,   experience   and 
specialized   fields   of   services,   will   
become   de   facto   employees   of   
the  BOHH  with all  the   financial 
obligations   of   traditional   

monetary compensation.   We   will   
then   provide   broad   exposure   
through   a worldwide   platform   to   
those   highly   talented,   creative   and   
productive contributors   we   select   
to   fill   important   roles   and   per-
form   duties encompassing   a   multi-
tude   of   minimal   to   no   cost   ser-
vices   rendered   to  the   BOHH   Web   
Series. Their   contributions   will   put   
a   huge   spotlight   on   their   abili-
ty   and   talent   so that   they   may   
choose   to   use   this   exposure   to   
establish,   promote   and grow   their   
own   careers   in   related   industries   
or   on   their   own   as entrepreneurs.

Season One will be streamed from The Official Birth 
of Hip Hop Website. EXHIBITIONS: a LIVE “Film Festival 
Style” Event will be held throughout the world. PRIVATE 
SCREENING and PREMIERE PARTIES will be held in Cities 
World Wide and open to the public with special invites 
to Donors, Journalist, Cast, Crew and those aided in the 
success of “Season One”

PARTIES & EVENTS

* BOHH  Season  One Award Ceremony
PREMIERE PARTY

COMPANY 
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BONUS STORYBOARDS
ITCHING FOR A SCRATCH

ORIGINAL SERIES  EPISODE 16
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Birthof hiphop.hiphop

INFORMATIONS :
Office : 6701 Democracy Blvd. Bethesda, MD 20801

Call Service : 844-710-3000
Web : www.birthofhiphop.hiphop
Mail : sales@birthofhiphop.hiphop

Facebook: birthofhiphop Instagram: bohhfashion Instagram: birthofhiphop Twittwer: birthofhiphop


